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Microsense® Serial Balance 
Adapter for LogIT❏❏ system

1 - Main Instruction Manual

IMPORTANT
PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS

CAREFULLY BEFORE USING ADAPTER

❏ Introduction

This adapter enables most standard electronic balances with suitable 

RS232 serial outputs to be connected to any Microsense® compatible 

data logger (DataMeter 1000, LIVE or LogIT SL)  and be used in 

conjunction with other LogIT sensors.  The adapter contains a small 

microprocessor converting the balance output into a LogIT compatible 

signal and, because the link is digital, LogIT displays and logs exactly the 

same reading as the balance, so preserving the integrity of the data. The 

ability to connect a balance at the same time as other sensors enables 

many parameters to be recorded simultaneously and means it uses your 

normal data logging software.

Please note that the DataMeter 1000 or LogIT SL/LIVE with a CheckIT 

display will only actually display the integer value of the reading but the 

data logger will record decimal readings.

NOTE: LogIT SL only  - LogIT Model SL must have a V2.2 system 

ROM - this is shown inside battery compartment. If it does not say V2.2 

please contact DCP for upgrade infomation.



❏ Connecting The Balance

Due to the wide range of balances available and the different RS232 

connections they use either a standard balance to PC serial cable has to 

be purchased from the balance manufacturer, or a simple 2 wire lead  

made up.

DO NOT CONNECT THE ADAPTER 
DIRECTLY TO THE BALANCE 

Data Logger

To Balance

Serial Balance Adapter

Lead To Balance**

9 way D socketRange Switch

**Lead To Balance:   Different manufacturers use different RS232 

connections on their balances.  Because the adapter has to work with a 

wide range of balances from various manufacturers a separate lead has to 

be used to connect the balance to the adapter.  Often the manufacturer 

has a standard PC serial connection that is suitable, but if not, a simple 

lead can be made by connecting only two wires using the supplied socket 

(If in doubt check connections - note that a LogIT link cable will not work).

A range of data sheets have been included which give details of balances 

that have been tested with the adapter.
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REAR OF SUPPLIED 9 Way D SOCKET
Solder connections
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❏ Care

Only use this adapter with a LogIT Microsense sensor data logger. 

It is quite safe to use the balance without the adapter plugged into a LogIT 

but we recommend that the cable is coiled neatly at the back. As with any 

electrical equipment keep away from damp, water and chemicals.
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❏ Cable Connection

Because most of the balances have different connectors on them for 

RS232 connection we cannot supply a ‘standard’ cable and  you will either 

have to make up your own or get a technician or the balance manufacturer 

to make it for you. Most balance manufacturers have pre-made leads with 

‘open ends’ so that all you have to do is connect them to the right 

terminals of the adapter - often the manufacturer has a suitable serial lead 

that is normally used to connect the balance to a serial printer.

Fortunately you only need to make 2 wire connections to the serial 

adapter and we have included a suitable connector and cover with this kit. 

The 9 way “D” socket supplied has the pin numbers moulded next to the 

solder terminals. You need to identify terminals 2 and 5 and connect them 

to your balance as follows:

Serial adapter Balance wire

• 2 DATA OUT

• 5 SIGNAL GROUND (or COMMON/0V)

Note: The Round 7 pin Din connector on the adapter always plugs 

directly into one of the sensor input sockets on the Microsense® 

compatible data logger (eg LIVE, DataMeter 1000 or LogIT SL) - Do Not 

use a sensor extension lead with the adapter.

Plug into any sensor 
input on data logger

Connect lead from balance
(Do Not Plug Directly to Balance)
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❏ Setting The Range

You will see that there is a range switch on the adapter marked 300g and 

3000g. This switches the output data between between a maximum of +/-

320g with a 0.01g resolution and +/- 3200g with a 0.1g resolution. You 

should set the switch to the most appropriate setting for the work you are 

doing BEFORE you start any logging (either real time or remote) and do 

not change until logging is complete.

Please note that any values received which go over these ranges will 

display out of range on most LogIT software (eg >3200.0). 

The 3000g range (3.2kg) should be more than adequate for most work 

but some balances have a tare facility which enables the higher resolution 

ranges to measure mass changes, even if the absolute value is out of 

range. For this reason a tare or zero facility which can be used at any part of 

the balances range can be very useful. 

CheckIT & DataMeter display

Please note that CheckIT will also work with the adapter with the name val= 

or DATA,  but will display the digits value only, ie no decimal points; the 

same is true for the DataMeter 1000’s display.

❏ Technical Information

If your balance is not one we have prepared a set-up sheet for we now 

have to get a little technical, but it is a relatively simple job to compare the 

specification table on the next page with the data output spec in your 

balance manual to see if everything matches up. 

If you are now  thinking about buying a balance or already have a balance 

which is not on our list check with the balance manufacturer or their 

brochure/manual as to whether it complies with the specification table on 

the next page:
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❏ Balance Compatibility

Because different makes and models of balances are different not all will 

work and because there are so many types (old and new) it is impossible to 

try them all. Where possible we have worked with most of the main 

manufacturers to try and ensure compatibility with as many as possible. At 

the time of writing we have checked or tested the interface with the 

following balances (our thanks to those schools who have sent us their set 

up information):

• Avery FB212

• Mettler PM series electronic balances (PM4800 tested)

• Oertling D series electronic balances (DC22 tested) & Oertling TB061

• Ohaus CT series electronic balances (CT200-S tested) & TS 120

• Precisa electronic balances (2200CE and 1600C tested)

• Philip Harris HF400/HF2000

• Sartorius L220S

If you have one of these balances or are still choosing your balance then 

these do work and we have produced set-up sheets on how to connect 

them and in some cases, how to set them up. We suggest you now turn to 

the appropriate data sheet for your balance to tell you how to proceed. If 

yours is not one of these then there is a good chance it will still work 

providing it complies with these general requirements:

• The Balance you intend to use MUST have an RS232 type output; 

some have this as standard and some have a module or special cable 

to give this facility.

• The format of the data must conform to the common general 

specification, details of which are shown on the next page.

Ohaus Scout & Fisher brand balance: A special Balance Adapter is 

available for use only with the Ohaus Scout (SC2020/4010/6010) & 

Fisher Balances (150g, 300g & 500g - NOT 99g version).
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❏ Data Protocol Specification 

Interface type: Serial RS232

Data rate: 1200 baud (1200 bits per second)

Data format: 8 data bits plus 1 stop bit OR 
7 data bits plus 2 stop bits

Parity: No parity

Handshaking: No handshaking

Repeat rate: Readings must be sent at least once per second*

Text string:

should contain: numeric value, inc a decimal point character “.” 

can contain: any non-numeric characters (eg. the units, eg “g”)

cannot contain: any numeric characters which are not part of the  

current value.

*The balance should be capable of sending unsolicited readings at least 

once per second, usually by setting the balance to ‘continuous’ transmit. If 

readings are sent less often on your balance it is possible that bad 

readings will be stored during remote logging. Real-time logging also 

works but slow transmission does limit the maximum useful logging rate.
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